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Accessible features
Features for blind and partially sighted visitors
There are three film points featuring interviews
playing on a loop, and an additional two projection
spaces (one outside of the gallery and one within)
with still photographs and ambient soundtrack.
Also outside of the gallery is a further interview
film point about the Amazon tipping point titled
‘The Amazon at Risk’. There is a soundtrack
playing in the main gallery, which has been
composed by Jean-Michel Jarre.
This large-print book is available to download from
www.scienceandindustrymuseum.org.uk/whatson/amazonia.

Features for D/deaf and hard of hearing visitors
All films featuring interviews have subtitles.
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Gallery layout
The exhibitions gallery is located in the Special
Exhibitions Gallery, located in the basement of
the main museum building, the New Warehouse.
Before the ticket desk is an area titled ‘The Amazon
at Risk’. Inside the walled space are infographic
panels and a screen showing a short film.
Beyond the ticket desk is the first projection room,
showing still images with music. To the right of the
ticket desk and the projection room sits the main
exhibition gallery. The entrance is via automatic
doors.
The gallery contains metal and brick columns and
other vertical and horizontal posts supporting
suspended photographs. There are also photographs
hanging from the walls and from temporary wall
structures called ‘ocas’. There is a separate exit
along the wall from the entrance doorway.
The exhibition contains landscape photographs and
portraits of indigenous people. The space is dark
grey in colour with lighting to highlight each

photograph. The exhibition is accompanied by a
soundtrack which includes sounds of the rainforest.
The landscapes are divided into six sections. Each is
introduced by white text on a grey wall panel. There
are captions for all photographs (in white text on grey
labels). In some areas you will also see large maps.
The indigenous portraits are divided into ten groups
in three central circular structures (‘ocas’). On the
walls of these circular spaces are photographs.
Each group is introduced by white text on brown
panels. There are captions for all photographs (in
white text on brown labels). Within each circular
space is a screen showing filmed interviews with
indigenous leaders.
There is one further space within the exhibition
where a series of large projected photographs
are accompanied by music.
Benches or stools are provided in all spaces
where films or projections are showing, which
also include space for wheelchair users. Benches
can also be found against the walls throughout the
exhibition space.

Gallery map 1

The Amazon at risk
The Amazon rainforest is the world’s largest
ecosystem and vital to regulating global climate.
It is home to hundreds of indigenous groups who
live sustainably with its extraordinary biodiversity.
Locally, the rainforest recycles moisture to the
atmosphere, creating ‘flying rivers’ which provide
crucial rain for the wider region. However, droughts
and deforestation are driving the Amazon towards
an irreversible ‘tipping point’. Beyond this point,
drastically declining rainfall would cause the lush
forest to become dry savanna.
Globally, destruction of the Amazon would release
billions of tonnes of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere, further heating the Earth’s climate.
This could become part of a cascade of climate
tipping points that would ultimately make parts of
the Earth uninhabitable.
Watch this film to hear directly from a scientist and
an indigenous leader on the threat to the Brazilian
Amazon and the urgent need to protect it.

Gallery map 2

Amazônia
The Amazon region has always stirred the
imagination, even if at times in fanciful ways, with
this vast territory reaching into nine countries of
South America and covering an area ten times
the size of France. More than 60% of this tropical
rainforest, the largest in the world, lies inside Brazil.
When the Portuguese navigators first reached Brazil
in 1500, this thick, rich jungle irrigated by countless
rivers was inhabited by an indigenous population
estimated at around five million. Today it numbers no
more than 370,000 natives, divided into 188 groups
and speaking 150 different languages. A further 144
groups have been identified but have not yet been
contacted.
From the 17th century, towns and cities sprang up
along the banks of the Amazon and its tributaries.
But in the middle of the 20th century a sad chapter
opened in the native population’s struggle to survive.
Migrants from southern Brazil deforested land to
make room for cattle ranches and soya bean

plantations. New roads and freshly navigable rivers
made it easier for logging companies and gold
prospectors to enter the region.
The Amazon forest has become the victim of
constant predation of its biodiversity, principally on
its outer boundaries. Every year, tens of thousands
of farms expand their area, eating away at the
immense forest and steadily destroying the territories
of those indigenous peoples who through misfortune
are their neighbours.
The Amazon forest is the only place on earth where
aerial humidity does not depend on evaporation
of the oceans: rather, every tree operates like an
aerator that projects hundreds of litres per day into
the atmosphere, creating ‘flying rivers’ which carry
even more water than the Amazon River.
Satellite photographs invariably show the tropical
rainforest to be largely hidden by clouds. The day
when the jungle is perfectly visible from space will
be the day that ‘flying rivers’ have disappeared,
with catastrophic consequences for our planet.

This exhibition is the fruit of seven years of human
experience and photographic expeditions by land,
water and air. It explores an Amazon region which
is still largely unknown and which never ceases to
teach and amaze us with the culture and ingenuity
of its inhabitants and the mystery, power and
unequalled beauty of nature.
Thanks to the impenetrability of the forest, some
ethnic groups have for centuries been able to
preserve their traditional way of life. Today they
and their forest habitat are seriously threatened.
These images testify to what survives before even
more disappears. In order for life and nature to
escape further destruction and depredation, it is
the duty of all human beings across the planet to
participate in its protection.
Sebastião Salgado
Lélia Wanick Salgado

Curatorial statement
A photographic exhibition is the visual expression
of an idea, a staging designed to convey a point of
view. From the moment AMAZÔNIA was conceived
as a show, I wanted to create an environment
where the visitor feels enveloped by the forest
and becomes immersed in both its exuberant
vegetation and the daily lives of its native peoples.
Along with images presented at different heights
and in different formats, the exhibition includes
spaces resembling the indigenous housing known
as ocas, which vividly evoke the islets of human
life in the heart of the jungle.
The visit is accompanied by a soundtrack
composed for the exhibition by Jean-Michel Jarre
and inspired by authentic sounds of the forest,
such as the rustling of trees, the cries of animals,
the song of birds and roar of water tumbling from
mountain peaks.

Two rooms screen different sequences. One shows
scenes of the forest to the sound of the symphonic
poem ‘Erosion – The Origin of the Amazon River’,
by the Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-Lobos
(1887–1959). The other displays portraits of
indigenous inhabitants, accompanied by music
composed especially by the Brazilian musician
Rodolfo Stroeter.
While it may be illusory to think we can reproduce
the sensations felt when present in the rainforest,
we hope at least to convey a small part of the magic
of the Amazon region and its native peoples to
visitors, offering them an intimate experience that
can stay with them after they have left the exhibition.
Lélia Wanick Salgado
Curator and designer

Forest overview:
The Amazon from on high
It is only possible to grasp the true dimension of the
Amazon forest from space, occupying as it does one
third of the South American continent, an area larger
than the entire European Union.
Not marked are the land borders of the nine
countries that share this ecosystem, although by far
the largest part of it – over 60% – lies inside Brazil.
Crossing this extravaganza of nature is the Amazon
River which, fed by some 1,100 tributaries, including
17 over 1,500 kilometres (930 miles) long, disgorges
20% of the world’s fresh water when it finally enters
the Atlantic Ocean.
Viewed from a plane or a helicopter, the rainforest
suddenly becomes real, a vast green carpet
decorated with the twisting and curling lines of slowmoving rivers. In the wet season, this neat tapestry
is disrupted as rivers overflow their banks, in places
flooding 100 kilometres (60 miles) into the forest, in
others creating lakes and lagoons, only to return to

their previous paths – or to carve new ones – once
the waters recede.
So flat is this landscape that at Tabatinga on Brazil’s
western frontier with Colombia, the Amazon River is
only 73 metres (240 feet) above sea-level – and it
still has 4,660 kilometres (2,900 miles) to go.
Yet this cycle of nature, which has survived millions
of years, is now in peril. Notably on the peripheries of
the jungle, where roads have drawn migrant farmers,
loggers and miners, deforestation is accelerating.
For the most part, this is taking place on publiclyowned land, while only a small part of the forest in
indigenous lands and national parks has been razed.
Nonetheless, with at least 17.25% of the biomass
already cut down, the fear is that deforestation may
soon reach ‘a point of no return’ where the biome
cannot recover, turning large areas of forest into
tropical savannas.

Suspended photographs:
Near the Maru River. São Gabriel da Cachoeira,
Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas,
2018.

On the reverse:
The ‘paraná’ connecting the Negro River with the
Cujuni River. In Portuguese, ‘paranás’ are lake-like
bodies of water connected to major rivers by canals
called ‘furos’ (‘punctures’). During floods, the two
often merge as if the river were widening. State of
Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
The sky darkens with tropical rain over the Auaris
River in the Parima Forest Reserve, near the
Yanomami Indigenous Territory. The rising steam that
shrouds the treetops is the result of rain that fell in
the preceding hours, and reveals the constant
movement of water. State of Roraima, 2018.

On the reverse:
Marauiá mountain range. São Gabriel da Cachoeira
area. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
The Curicuriari mountain range is called the
‘Sleeping Beauty Mountains’ among the inhabitants
of São Gabriel da Cachoeira, who see it on the
horizon. In the Middle Rio Negro region, this raised
peak resembles an island surrounded by forest.
State of Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
The Parima Forest Reserve was established in 1961
and its area overlaps with the Yanomami Indigenous
Territory. Its name comes from the Parima mountain
range on the border between Brazil and Venezuela.
State of Roraima, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
Aracá State Park. El Dorado Falls (background)
and Desabamento Falls (foreground). Tepuis are
geological mesa formations with sandstone and
quartzite soil, and with water plunging down their
sides in waterfalls. State of Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
Aracá mountain range. Aracá State Park, State of
Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
The Imeri Mountains, a range made up of
‘inselbergs’, mountains that look like islands
sprouting up from the forest. Yanomami Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2018.

On the reverse:
Wetland along the Cujuni River: vegetation masks
a flooded area that the explorer-traveller Alexander
von Humboldt described as a ‘gulf’. Right bank of the
Negro River, Barcelos region, State of Amazonas,
2009.

Suspended photograph:
The Negro River, the world’s largest blackwater river,
merges with the muddy Solimões River in the
Manaus region, where they form the Amazon River.
Some of those tributaries originate in Venezuela and
Colombia, where the waters come from the northern
Andes. State of Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
A tributary of the Negro River cuts through the
Amazon rainforest in the São Gabriel da Cachoeira
area, State of Amazonas, 2009.

Wall photograph:
Aerial view of the Jutaí River. Because of the
extremely flat terrain, it winds through the forest in
snake-like curves. State of Amazonas, 2017.

Suspended photographs:
The Raposa-Serra do Sol Indigenous Territory, with
an estimated 140 Macuxi villages, occupies two
ecologically distinct areas: fields in the south and
densely forested mountains in the north. Its main
landmark is Mount Roraima, seen in the background.
Cotingo River Falls, State of Roraima, 2018

On the reverse:
The Uraricoera River is one of the longest in the
state of Roraima, birthplace of the hero Macunaíma
in Mario de Andrade’s eponymous novel. The
Uraricoera starts in the Pacaraima Mountains and
flows towards the Takutu River to form the Branco
River. Parima Forest Reserve, Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 2018

Suspended photographs:
With a length of about 2,400 km (1,500 miles), the
Juruá River begins in the mountains of the Ucayali
region of Peru; it is one of the Amazon River’s
longest tributaries and is navigable for 1,800 km
(1,120 miles). As soon as it enters the flat lowlands
of the Amazon depression, it swerves left and right,
demanding immense skill and patience from any
navigator. State of Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
The Guimarães Rosa Peak, elevation 2,105m (about
6,900 feet), is part of the Imeri mountain range. This
range was formed about 65 million years ago when
part of the earth’s crust rose in the region to form
peaks or ‘inselbergs’, mountains that look like islands
sprouting up from the forest. Yanomami Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
The municipality of São Gabriel da Cachoeira is
located in the far north of Brazil, a region called
‘Cabeça do Cachorro’ (Dog’s Head) because of the
shape of the region’s borders. In that part of the
country, the plains yield suddenly to rugged
mountains, the highest in Brazil. Cauaburi River,
Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas,
2018.

On the reverse:
The Auaris River starts in the highlands of the
Parima mountain range, on the border between
Brazil and Venezuela. It snakes down through the
Parima Forest Reserve until it flows into the
Uraricoera, one of the rivers that form the Branco
River. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of
Roraima, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
The Maiá River in Pico da Neblina National Park, in
the São Gabriel da Cachoeira area. Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2018.

On the reverse:
The ‘Meeting of Waters’ is the name given to the
precise spot where the blackwater of the Negro River
meets the denser muddy water of the Solimões
River. Because of the different density and
temperature of the two flows, their waters run side by
side for several kilometres before they slowly blend.
Manaus, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Flying rivers:
Watering the continent
One of the most extraordinary – and perhaps least
known – features of the Amazon rainforest is a
phenomenon variously known as ‘flying rivers’ or
‘aerial rivers’. It may seem like a contradiction to
talk of a ‘river’ that cannot be seen, yet these ‘flying
rivers’ carry more water than the Amazon River
itself and affect a larger area of South America
and beyond. Scientists have estimated that, while
17 billion tons of water enter the Atlantic from the
Amazon River each day, over a similar period 20
billion tons of water rise into the atmosphere from
the jungle, earning it the nickname of the ‘Green
Ocean’, and then leave the Amazon region.
What is remarkable, though, is the scale on which
this takes place. A large tree can suck water from as
much as 60 metres below the ground and produce
as many as 1,000 litres of water per day. And since
this is repeated by between 400 and 600 billion
trees, it is easy to see how the Amazon forest

generates an important proportion of the water
that it later receives.
In fact, even the water that reaches the mainland
through evaporation of sea-water is itself quickly
recycled by the jungle in a process known
technically as ‘evapotranspiration’.
But if the ‘flying rivers’ are vital to the economic
welfare of tens of millions of people, mainly in
Brazil, they also impact weather patterns across
the globe and are themselves vulnerable to the
effects of deforestation and global warming. And
in both cases, what happens in the Amazon is a
key variable.
Scientists believe that, as a result of accelerated
deforestation and climate change, the ground-level
temperature of the basin has already risen by
1.5ºC and is set to rise a further a 2ºC if current
trends are maintained. Similarly, they fear a drop of
annual rainfall of between 10 and 20% as a result
of global warming.

Wall photograph:
Cauaburi River in Maturacá region. Municipality of
Saõ Gabriel da Cachoeira. Yanomami Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
The rugged terrain of the Parima Mountains
produces huge waterfalls such as the Parima River
Falls. The water drops down the steep wall of a
tepui mesa, a geological formation typical of the
region. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, Parima
Forest Reserve, on the border with Venezuela.
State of Roraima, 2018.

On the reverse:
Dense clouds herald heavy rain over the
Anavilhanas archipelago, a chain of river islands in
the Rio Negro. North of the city of Barcelos, State
of Amazonas, 2009.

Suspended photographs:
Aracá State Park. Desabamento Falls, State of
Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
The Arauató ‘paraná’ is connected to the Amazon
River by a canal, creating an image of two parallel
rivers. In Portuguese, ‘paranás’ are lake-like bodies
of water connected to major rivers by canals called
‘furos’ (‘punctures’). During floods, the two often
merge as if the river were widening. The Arauató
connects to the Amazon in the Itacoatiara area.
State of Amazonas, 2009.

Suspended photographs:
Moisture-laden winds blow across the border
between Brazil and Guyana on Mount Roraima,
located in the Raposa-Serra do Sol Indigenous
Territory, Monte Roraima National Park, State of
Roraima, 2018.

On the reverse:
Evaporation in the forest by the Auaris River, in
the Parima Forest Reserve. Yanomami Indigenous
Territory, State of Roraima, 2018.

Wall photograph:
Mount Roraima covered in clouds on the border
between Brazil and Guyana. Monte Roraima
National Park, State of Roraima, 2018.

Tropical storms:
It rains in the rainforest
Clouds are an intrinsic part of the never-ending
drama of the Amazon. They can be small or large,
friendly or threatening, but from a boat on a river
or a plane in the sky, they are always in view. Even
in the forest, where vegetation may block them from
sight, they remain very present because, before the
day is out, heavy rain is more than likely. And if it is
a tropical storm, the experience can be both perilous
and fearsome. For their own safety, then, anyone
spending time in the region, above all anyone flying
over the rainforest, must learn to read the clouds as
they might a detailed map.
Over the Amazon rainforest, rare is the day when
you can see a clear sheet of blue sky or a solid
blanket of grey cloud. Rather cloud formations offer
an ever-changing spectacle. This begins in the
morning when warm moist air rises from the jungle
and makes contact with minuscule particles which
permit the vapour to condense into water droplets

and become little clouds resembling cotton balls
known locally as ‘aru’.
As the day advances, they rise and join forces
and, temperature and wind speed permitting,
gather strength to become a storm cloud known
as a cumulonimbus.
This is quite the most dangerous meteorological
formation, reaching several thousand metres into
the sky, spewing out pieces of ice and winds of up
to 200 km/h (125 mph) at the same time as sending
lightning, strong winds and fierce precipitation
towards the jungle.
Such is its force that even large aircraft will do
everything to avoid it, helicopters immediately look
for a jungle clearing in order to land and river boats
hurriedly take shelter from the blinding rain. On rare
occasions, as most recently in 2005, a storm is
so devastating that it fells hundreds of thousands
of trees.

Suspended photographs:
Strong winds from the Atlantic reach the continent
and blow across the Amazon rainforest and over
the Mount Roraima area, in the far north of Brazil.
The wind concentrates the clouds, already heavy
with recent evaporation, and creates a ‘flying river’
that will carry moisture thousands of kilometres.
Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima,
2018.

On the reverse:
The Urutanin mountain range, maximum elevation
2,766 m (9,075 feet), covered in fog that rises from
the forest in the Parima Reserve. Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
In front of the Mariuá archipelago in the Middle
Negro River, clouds are reflected in the blackwater
of the Negro River. State of Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
A storm over the Lower Negro River, downstream
from the confluence with the Branco River and the
start of the Anavilhanas archipelago. State of
Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
View of an ‘igapó’, a type of forest frequently flooded
by blackwater from rivers, in the Mariuá archipelago,
Middle Negro River, State of Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
Heavy rain on the Juruá River. Tefé area – Lower
Juruá, State of Amazonas, 2009.

Suspended photographs:
São Gabriel da Cachoeira area, Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2018.

On the reverse:
Dark rain clouds coincide with white evaporation of
moisture over the forest. Parima Forest Reserve,
Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima,
2018.

Suspended photographs:
A rainbow forms as the rains pound the Auaris
area, in the Parima mountain range. Parima Forest
Reserve, Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of
Roraima, 2018.

On the reverse:
A white curtain of rain over the Parima mountain
range. Parima Forest Reserve, Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 2018.

Wall photograph:
The rain is so intense in Serra do Divisor National
Park that it evokes an atomic explosion. State of
Acre, 2016.

Wall photograph:
Storm over the Lower Negro River, near the
confluence with the Branco River and with the
Anavilhanas archipelago. State of Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
The Parima Forest Reserve was established in 1961
and its area overlaps with the Yanomami Indigenous
Territory. Its name comes from the Parima mountain
range on the border between Brazil and Venezuela.
State of Roraima, 2018.

On the reverse:
Heavy rain hides the Padre Mountains, part of the
Neblina mountain range, in the Maturacá area,
municipality of São Gabriel da Cachoeira, State
of Amazonas, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
The rain in the region is so dense that it makes this
mountain, in the Imeri range, look like a volcano.
Municipality of São Gabriel da Cachoeira, Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2018.

On the reverse:
Rain obscures the horizon in Serra do Divisor
National Park, State of Acre, 2016.

Wall photograph:
Lower Negro River, downstream from the confluence
with the Branco River and start of the Anavilhanas.
State of Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
The Inajá stream with rain in the background,
falling in the Auaris area. Parima Forest Reserve,
Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima,
2018.

On the reverse:
Rainbow over the Tucuxim area. Parima Forest
Reserve, Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State
of Roraima, 2018.

Suspended photograph:
Aerial views of the Auaris area, in the Parima
mountain range. Parima Forest Reserve, Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 2018.

On the reverse:
Mount Roraima covered in clouds on the border
between Brazil and Guyana. Monte Roraima
National Park, State of Roraima, 2018.

Yanomami
The Yanomami are the largest low-contact
indigenous ethnic group in the world. They have
a population of around 40,000 people, with 28,000
in Brazil and the rest in Venezuela. They live in
mountain ranges and valleys in the far north of
Brazil, in the country’s largest indigenous territory,
bordering on Venezuela. The land extends from the
north of the state of Roraima to the Rio Negro in
the state of Amazonas. The Yanomami include at
least one isolated group.
For about 100 years, they have lived around the
highest mountain range in Brazil. They used to
live on the mountaintops of the Cordillera. Over
the centuries, contact with non-indigenous people
devastated the inhabitants of the valleys and allowed
the Yanomami to expand into the lowlands.
Only in the second-half of the 20th century did
they become more exposed to non-indigenous
representatives: religious missionaries, envoys

from Brazilian federal agencies in charge of
marking the borders, and the first explorers.
Starting in the 1970s, amid a big push for
development, the Brazilian military dictatorship
(1964–85) decided to build a set of roads through
their lands. Unprepared for the diseases that white
people brought there, the indigenous population
suffered successive epidemics of flu, malaria,
measles, and sexually transmitted diseases.
In the 1980s, a wave of prospectors invaded the
region, with tacit consent from the federal agencies
tasked with protecting indigenous peoples. Over
a short period, 15% of the affected indigenous
population died.
The federal government expelled the prospectors
(1990–92), and also recognized as indigenous
territory the entire 96,000 km2 area indicated by
anthropological studies.
Shamanism is central to Yanomami culture.
Their main leader is the shaman Davi Kopenawa,

a pioneer in the campaign to establish the
Yanomami Territory, starting in the late 1970s.
During the mining invasion crisis, in 1988, he won
a United Nations Environment Programme award.
Later, amid another wave of invasions, he won the
Right Livelihood Award, popularly known as the
‘Alternative Nobel Prize’.

Korubo
In the Javari Valley region, the Korubo have been
equally famous and feared by indigenous and
non-indigenous people alike since the 1970s,
when Brazilian government agents began mineral
prospecting in the region. The Korubo gained
attention for their violent response to invasions
of their territory. They became known as índios
caceteiros (‘club-wielding indigenous’) because
of how they attack their victims, armed with large
clubs (cacetes in Portuguese).
Their skin is always painted red with a dye made
from urucum seeds, but it was the colour of mud
that earned them their name (in the Pano language,
which they share with the nearby Marubo, Matsés,
and Matis). They are a highland people, living far
from the rivers, and the swarms of mosquitos along
their banks. If they do approach the riverbanks,
they cover their skin with mud to protect themselves.
Their Matis neighbours dubbed them ‘Koru-bo’,
mud-covered people.

Before coming into contact with other cultures,
they did not use bows and arrows, unlike so many
other indigenous groups. They hunt small animals
with blowpipes, which they use with great precision,
and large animals with spears and clubs.
The Korubo lived in isolation until the mid-1990s
when a group of them, nearly all suffering from
malaria, sought help outside the community. Today,
the Korubo number around 120, living in two villages
on the banks of the Ituí River, in the Javari Valley,
in western Amazonas, near the border with Peru.
At least one other group continues to live in the
jungle, cut off from the rest of the world.
Classified as ‘recently contacted indigenous
people’, meaning they have little interaction with
non-indigenous people, the Korubo live according
to their traditional codes, and few of them speak
Portuguese. As they are still highly vulnerable
to diseases common among the non-indigenous,
outsiders are generally kept out of their community.
October 2017 marked the first time a documentation

team and journalists stayed among them, one of
whom was Sebastião Salgado.

Ashaninka
The Ashaninka are one of the indigenous groups
with the longest known history: there are records
of their economic and cultural interactions with the
Inca Empire (15th and 16th centuries) that ruled
much of South America in the mountains of Peru
until the arrival of the Spaniards. The Ashaninka,
or Antis, sold forest products to the Incas, such
as feathers, animal skins, cotton, fabrics, plants
(grains, wood), and in exchange received metal
objects (copper axes, gold jewellery), perhaps
semiprecious stones, other fabrics, and wool.
The relationship between the Ashaninka and the
Incas is so old and deep that it even appears in
creation myths about the origin of the world and
humankind, as if these two peoples were born from
each other. According to one such myth, as told by
the shaman Moisés Piyãko: ‘One day, a very long
time ago, there was an Ashaninka community, and
in the middle of it was a pond. Coming from the
pond, they could hear the cries of a chicken.

‘One day, someone took a hook and went fishing.
Each piece of bait he used caught something: a
chicken or creatures that did not exist. Sometimes
he caught an Inca. That is why the Incas originally
lived with the Ashaninka. But one day they went off
to live farther away, and that is how the Inca people
came to be. Whatever my people needed, they
sought in the cities of the Incas. And whatever the
Incas needed, they bought from the Ashaninka. The
Incas did not know how to walk in the forest. They
did not come down into the forest, staying only in
the mountains.’
Also according to Ashaninka mythology, after the
territory was conquered by the Spanish, whom they
call Wiracocha, the supreme god of the Ashaninka,
Pawa, decided to hide knowledge and keep the
sages from telling the invaders the secrets of his
powers. Pawa hid wisdom by turning the wise men
into animals. But he needed to preserve a way for
some men to access that knowledge. So he created
Ayahuasca, a drink that puts men in touch with the
spirit world. It is ‘the key showing the way to all
hidden charms’.

Macuxi
Demarcation of the Macuxi territory, one of Brazil’s
oldest recognized indigenous lands, began in 1919
as indicated by a marker placed in the village of
Maturuca by the pioneer of Brazilian indigenism,
Marshall Cândido Rondon. Their land was gradually
expropriated throughout the 20th century, occupied
by ranchers and rice farmers. At first, this was
described as a loan of land, but then it was taken
by force, and finally the indigenous people were
expelled from most of the territory.
By the late 1970s, the indigenous had lost ownership
of the land to ranchers who refused to recognize
the indigenous people’s historic right to it. The
indigenous people lived concentrated in towns,
constantly threatened by violent, gun-toting agents
of the ranch owners. There was a prolonged
movement, begun in 1980, called ‘Ou Vai ou Racha’
(which means, roughly, ‘All or Nothing’) that started
mobilizing indigenous people and demanding
recognition of their land rights.

New leadership emerged in that era, with the goal
of reviving cultural elements, pride, and, right from
the start, their language. That is precisely why many
of the young leaders were and still are teachers.
They trained the new generation that reconquered
their right to the land. These photographs document
that moment at the start of the movement to regain
their territory.
The final decision came with recognition of the
Raposa-Serra do Sol Indigenous Territory and its
approval by the federal administration in 2005,
and confirmation of the decision by the Federal
Supreme Court in 2009.
As its name suggests, the Raposa-Serra do Sol
Indigenous Territory is divided into two areas
with different climates: to the south, fields (called
‘Lavrado’) occupy about 70% of the surface; to the
north, mountain areas, with denser forest, make up
the other 30% of this 1,747,460-hectare (4,318,070
acre) territory, with an indigenous population of
around 26,000 hailing from five peoples: the Macuxi,
Ingarikó, Patamona, and Taurepang, who are part

of the same group, called Pémon, and speak Carib
languages (the source of the word Caribbean, which
is where this language family originated). The fifth is
the Wapichana, who speak Arawakan, a language
from Central America.

Photographs outside from right to left:
Photograph:
Mount Roraima near the Macuxi community of
Maturacá, the largest of the towns located in the
Serra do Sol area. Raposa-Serra do Sol Macuxi
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 2018.

Photograph:
Adriele da Silva André Macuxi, resident of Maturacá.
Raposa-Serra do Sol Indigenous Territory, State of
Roraima, 1998.

Photograph above:
This Indigenous Territory has two well-defined
environments: one is the mountains, with denser
forest; the other is the plains with their characteristic
fields, which in the region are called ‘Lavrado’
(‘plowed land’). Raposa-Serra do Sol Macuxi
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 2018.

Photograph below:
A mountain landscape. Raposa-Serra do Sol Macuxi
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 1998.

Photograph:
Ronaldo Almeida André Macuxi, a resident of the
town of Eremutaken. Raposa-Serra do Sol
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 1998.

Photograph:
Maria Delaine Afonso da Silva, on whose chest is
written the name of the Indigenous Territory whose
recognition the Macuxi were demanding at the time.
It was officially recognized in 2005. Raposa-Serra do
Sol Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 1998.

Photograph above:
Aerial view of the region. Foreground: Onça Falls on
the Maú River. Top of the photo, far background: two
large tepui mesas, Mount Roraima and Mount
Kukenán. Raposa-Serra do Sol Macuxi Indigenous
Territory, State of Roraima, 2018.

Photograph:
Aerial view of the tepui mesas and the fields below.
Raposa-Serra do Sol Macuxi Indigenous Territory,
State of Roraima, 1998.

Photograph:
Seated: Rosana, Naisa, and Bete, with children from
the community of Piaú. Yanomami Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Photograph above:
Shaman Ângelo Barcelos (Koparihewë, which means
‘Head of Song’ or ‘Voice of Nature’), from the
community of Maturacá, interacts with ‘Xapiri’ spirits
in visions during an ascent to Pico da Neblina, the
highest mountain in Brazil. For the Yanomami, it is a
sacred place called Yaripo. Yanomami Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2014.

Photograph below:
Residents of Watoriki – a community in the Demini
region, founded by leader Davi Kopenawa Yanomami
– walk past the large kapok (Ceiba pentandra), a
sacred tree decorated with paintings, near the main
‘maloca’. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 2014.

Photograph:
Two men engaging in Waymou dialogue in the
central courtyard of the community of Watoriki.
Waymou is a language that even the most
specialized linguists find very hard to understand.
The ‘maloca’ was built next to a hill consisting of
a large crag rising out of the earth. Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2014.

Photograph above:
Shaman Davi Kopenawa Yanomami – main
spokesperson of the Yanomami and one of
Brazil’s most prominent indigenous leaders –
on a visit to the community of Piaú. Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Photograph:
Moko dressed for a festival. Community of
Tototobi. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 1998.

Photograph:
Edneuza, community of Piaú. The face adornments
are typical of Yanomami groups: small pieces of
wood used as piercings, called ‘pirimahiki’. The
armbands are made with branches from plants
tied to strings of beads, also used in making the
necklaces worn across the chest. Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Photograph above:
Josane (foreground) and Aldeni, residents of
Yanomami communities in the Demini River region.
Josane lives in the village of Ponto Quebrado, and
Aldeni in the community of Watoriki. Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2014.

Photograph below:
Elisangela in her hammock in the Piaú community’s
main ‘maloca’. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 2019.

Photograph:
Ricardo, community of Piaú. Yanomami Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Photograph:
Girl adorned for a festival: ‘pirimahiki’ are thin, sharp,
pointed pieces of wood used in piercings around the
mouth and between the nostrils. On her arms, she
wears ‘honey leaf’ (Justicia pectoralis), which exudes
a perfume. Community of Surucucu. Yanomami
Indigenous Territory, State of Roraima, 1998.

Photograph above:
The communal ‘maloca’ of Watoriki, a community
founded and led by shaman Davi Kopenawa in the
region of the Demini River. Yanomami Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2014.

Photograph below:
Members of other communities dance into the
community of Piaú, arriving for a celebration. The
triumphal entrance simulates an ‘invasion’: the men
pretend to shoot arrows at the residents, while
everyone dances in a ring. Then the leaders will
converse and catch up on news in their communities
in a ritualized debate that resembles a performance
of improvised poetry. Yanomami Indigenous Territory,
State of Amazonas, 2019.

Photographs outside from left to right:
Photograph:
Ayax Punu Korubo, contacted in 2015, and his brown
titi monkey (Callicebus brunneus; Korubo term:
‘masoko’). Ituí River. Valley of Javari Korubo
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Left to right: Visa (contacted in 2014) with Takvan
(contacted in 1996). The look on their faces as they
stand on the riverbank to meet visitors reflects the
Korubo approach to outsiders: suspicious, prepared
for conflict. Valley of Javari Korubo Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph above:
Photograph:
Pinu Korubo family, contacted in 2014. From left to
right: the mother, Naylo; son Vali, standing; son
Wanka Vakwë, seated at centre; the father, Pinu; son
Kanikit. Hunting encampment. Ituí River, Valley of
Javari Korubo Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph below:
Korubo group. Left to right: Xikxuvo (contact in
1996); Këtsi (2015); Maya Koluvo, daughter of a
couple contacted in 1996; Luni, and Këtsi Vakwë
(2015); Wanka (1996); Pëxken (2015); Lëyu (1996);
Xamalekit (2014); Mëlanvo (2015). They have
hunted a tapir (Tapirus terrestris), Brazil’s largest wild
mammal, weighing up to 300 kg and measuring more
than 2.5 m (8 feet). Valley of Javari Korubo
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Txitxopi was only a boy when the first Korubo group
was contacted in 1996. Photographed in a hunting
encampment. The Korubo live in the Ituí River area,
in the Valley of Javari Korubo Indigenous Territory,
State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Atsa Kanikit Korubo (back) and Txipu Wankan
Korubo (front). Valley of Javari Korubo Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph above:
Kulutxia Korubo – contacted in 2015. Hunting
encampment. Valley of Javari Korubo Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph below:
Child Tumi Muxavo; Mayá, leader of the Korubo
group that made contact in 1996; and Nailó, holding
infant Manisvo. Valley of Javari Korubo Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Left to right: Pinu Vakwë with a bird, a red-throated
piping-guan (Aburria cujubi, Korubo name: ‘kuxu’)
hanging from his shoulder – contact in 2014; Xuxu
with a quiver for arrows (Korubo term: ‘vitinte’) on his
shoulder – contact in 2015. In front of them, two
brown woolly monkeys (Lagothrix lagothricha,
Korubo term: ‘kolokit’) brought down by poisoned
arrows from Xuxu’s quiver, shot from blowpipes.
Hunting encampment. Valley of Javari Korubo
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Pishiro completes a bow by tying the string to the
ends. He trains young Asháninka to make bows and
arrows, from a short type of bamboo called ‘chicosa’.
Kampa do Rio Amônea Indigenous Territory, State of
Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Family of Antônio Piyãko Asháninka (centre,
foreground) and his wife, Francisca (‘Dona Pity’ is
white and never adopted traditional Asháninka
clothing). They had seven children: Francisco,
Moisés, Isaac, Bênki, Dora, Wewito, and
Alexandrina. Then they raised seven more.
Kampa do Rio Amônea Indigenous Territory,
State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph above:
Onãtxo and Thõwero, Winko Asháninka’s daughter
and granddaughter, with little children. Kampa do Rio
Amônea Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph below:
Nelita Piyãko Asháninka makes cloth for a man’s
tunic (‘kushma’). She plants the cotton, spins it and
spends a week weaving it on a handloom. Male
clothing is originally made with coloured stripes.
Kampa do Rio Amônea Indigenous Territory, State
of Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Shaman Moisés Piyãko Asháninka, who holds the
Ayahuasca ritual, is the reference for the spiritual
matters of the village. Kampa do Rio Amônea
Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Yara Asháninka, eldest daughter of Wewito Piyãko
and Auzelina, wears hair adornments made of seeds
and macaw feathers. The small paint designs on her
face indicate that a girl is not yet engaged. Kampa
do Rio Amônea Indigenous Territory, State of Acre,
2016.

Photograph above:
Eliane, from the Yawanawá tribe, is married to
Asháninka leader Francisco Piyãko. She continues
to wear traditional Yawanawá face paint, different
from that of Asháninka women. In her hair, she
wears a pin with macaw feathers arranged like
flowers. Kampa do Rio Amônea Indigenous
Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph below:
Manitzi Asháninka (right) and son Tchari, or
Davizinho (left). Manitzi means ‘jaguar’. Kampa do
Rio Amônea Indigenous Territory, State of Acre,
2016.

Photograph:
Luísa, daughter of Moisés Piyãko Asháninka, paints
herself in the mirror. Kampa do Rio Amônea
Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Mountains: Unexpected
uplands in the lowlands
The mountain range that defines the life of the
Amazon Basin lies far to the west of Brazil. But if the
Andes provide most of the water that flows through
hundreds of tributaries into the Amazon River, Brazil
too can boast mountains.
Brazil’s most important chain of mountains, the
|Imeri, serve almost like a natural border with
Venezuela in the far north of the state of Amazonas.
Their dominant feature is the sharply pointed Pico
da Neblina, or Mist Peak, which at over 3,000 metres
(10,000 feet) is Brazil’s highest mountain. As its
name suggests, it is often shrouded in clouds,
making climbing it a slippery and perilous
experience.
Then, not far away, Pico 31 de Março rises almost
as high to 2,900 metres (9,500 feet). And in the
same region, Pico Guimarães Rosa, named after
a renowned Brazilian writer, stands 2,105 metres
(7,000 feet) above sea-level.

What is striking about these mountains is how
the rainforest covers their lower slopes, with
vegetation gradually thinning out until it is halted
by sheer rock.
To the east in the State of Roraima, Monte
Roraima, or Mount Roraima, which forms part of
the Pacaraima mountain range, is a quite different
geological formation. Rising to 2,800 metres (9,000
feet), this table-top mountain standing on the border
with Guyana and Venezuela belongs to a category
called tepuis.
One mountainous area of exceptional beauty
is protected as the Serra do Aracá State Park.
Situated some 400 kilometres (250 miles) north
of Manaus, its rugged structure is again formed
largely by tepuis and, while rising only to a
maximum of 1,700 metres (5,600 feet), it stands
out dramatically against the jungle. It is also here
that Brazil’s highest waterfalls are found, El Dorado
and Desabamento, with water tumbling 360 metres
(1,180 feet) past a bare mountain façade.

Suspended photograph:
Mount Roraima, located at the triple border of Brazil,
Venezuela and Guyana. Monte Roraima National
Park, Raposa-Serra do Sol Indigenous Territory,
State of Roraima, 2018.

On the reverse:
Marauiá mountain range. Municipality of São Gabriel
da Cachoeira. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
Marauiá mountain range. Municipality of São Gabriel
da Cachoeira. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 2018.

On the reverse:
Clouds cover the peaks, illustrating why these are
called the Neblina Mountains (neblina is Portuguese
for ‘fog’ or ‘mist’). They are part of the Imeri mountain
range, in the Yanomami Indigenous Territory,
Municipality of São Gabriel da Cachoeira, State
of Amazonas, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
Pico da Neblina, elevation 2,995 m (9,826 feet),
the highest mountain in Brazil, is part of the Imeri
mountain range. It stands out from the jungle as a
jagged crag, but is often shrouded in clouds as its
name suggests. Municipality of São Gabriel da
Cachoeira. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
Mount Roraima, located at the triple border of Brazil,
Venezuela and Guyana. Monte Roraima National
Park, Raposa-Serra do Sol Indigenous Territory,
State of Roraima, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
Imeri mountain range. Municipality of São Gabriel
da Cachoeira. Yanomami Indigenous Territory,
State of Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
Pico da Neblina, elevation 2,995 m (9,826 feet), as
seen from the forest during an ascent to the summit.
The highest mountain in Brazil, it is part of the Imeri
mountain range and stands out from the jungle as
a jagged crag, but is often shrouded in clouds as
its name suggests. Municipality of São Gabriel da
Cachoeira. Yanomami Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 2014.

Wall photograph:
Thick branches of a rubber fig tree (Ficus clusiifolia)
strangle the trunk of a kapok tree (Ceiba pentandra)
on the banks of the Crôa River, in Cruzeiro do Sul,
State of Acre, 2018.

Suspended photographs:
An ‘igapó’, with many lianas hanging from the
treetops. Jaú River, Jaú National Park, State of
Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
Aerial view of typical trees of the Amazon rainforest.
State of Pará, 2009.

Suspended photograph:
The tree that emerges from behind the others is an
aldina (Aldina latifolia). Jaú River, Jaú National Park,
State of Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
An ‘igapó’, a type of forest frequently flooded by river
water, with palms and other emerging trees. In the
centre of the photo, a tree whose trunk is covered
with water: an aldina (Aldina latifolia). At right, a
jauari palm tree (Astrocaryum jauari). Anavilhanas
archipelago, Anavilhanas National Park, Lower
Negro River, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
An ‘igapó’, with many lianas hanging from the
treetops. Jaú River, Jaú National Park, State of
Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
View of an ‘igapó’. Jaú River, Jaú National Park,
State of Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
Aerial view of wetlands on the banks of the Solimões
River, in the Tefé area, State of Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
Rain on an igapó, a type of forest frequently flooded
by river water. At centre, an açaí-solteiro or açaí-doAmazonas palm tree (Euterpe precatoria). Jaú River,
Jaú National Park, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
Green-winged macaws (Ara chloropterus). These
birds from the Psittacidae family mate for life and
thus are normally seen flying in pairs. Generally, if
three are flying together, it is because they have a
young offspring. Jaú National Park, State of
Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
‘Igapó’. The tree prominent in the foreground is a
jauari palm (Astrocaryum jauari). In the middle
ground, the trees with lighter-coloured leaves are a
type of cecropia known as embaúba-da-várzea or
embaúba-do-igapó (Cecropia latiloba). Jaú River,
Jaú National Park, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Yawanawá
In the span of some 50 years, the Yawanawá have
emerged from complete invisibility into a period of
exuberant cultural activity, becoming a globally
known reference point for sustainable living and
indigenous culture. In 1970, their community
numbered only 120, with rampant alcoholism and
social and cultural breakdown as a result of abrupt
changes to their way of life, to the point where
their language was about to disappear. They were
forbidden to use their language in front of the nonindigenous, mainly by the owners of the rubber
plantations, who controlled the forests of Acre
starting in the late 19th century, and by whom they
were treated as slaves. An additional threat came in
the form of Evangelical missionaries who enforced
Christian worship and sought to suppress traditional
indigenous rites.
‘Our language was forbidden. Only the elder knew
it, but children learned only Portuguese. Our beliefs
and traditions were considered demonic by the
missionaries, and many of us believed this.

We began to live as slaves, both at work and
culturally,’ says Biraci Brasil Yawanawá, better
known as Bira, who assumed leadership of the
group in the early 1990s.
As the new leader, he expelled the missionaries,
did away with the Bibles, brought back teaching of
the traditional language, which belongs to the Pano
language family, and began encouraging study of the
old myths and stories as a way of reconnecting new
generations with the knowledge and memories of
elders. In three decades, the population has grown
to about 1,200 people. The Yawanawá have become
living proof that when indigenous people control their
own lands, they can combine traditional culture with
entrepreneurship. While committed to restoring and
perpetuating their traditional rituals and ancestral
language, they are connected to the contemporary
world via smartphones and computers, thanks to
Wi-Fi antennas installed in their villages.
One striking aspect of their revived traditions is their
feather art: the Yawá produce some of the most
elegant feather work anywhere in the Amazon,

usually made of white feathers from an eagle,
a sacred animal for them.

Marubo
Marubo mythology, like that of other indigenous
peoples of the Amazon’s far west, is strongly
influenced by the memory of their relationship with
the Inca Empire: several mythical narratives tell of
their ancestors’ travels to seek goods among the
Incas, such as stones, a rare item in the sandy
terrain of the Javari Valley region where they
live. Perhaps their name itself comes from their
interactions with the Incas: the word ‘Marubo’
means nothing in their own language, part of the
Pano language family. One explanation is that
the name may be a corruption of the Quechua
‘Mayoruna’, people of the river, a name also used
for the neighbouring Matsés.
The Marubo live in communal houses, oblong
‘malocas’ located in the centre of the village.
Each Marubo house has a ‘master’, the leader of its
community, who is also responsible for building the
house and its structural maintenance. His family

occupies the spaces closest to the main entrance,
making him a kind of guardian of the house.
The current Marubo population numbers just over
2,000. The Javari Valley Indigenous Territory that
they inhabit is one of the largest in Brazil, measuring
8.5 million hectares (21 million acres) and is home to
several other ethnic groups: Korubo, Matis, Matsés,
Katukina, and a variety of isolated groups.
More than a century of coexistence with nonindigenous people is reflected in Marubo children’s
education, and learning fluent Portuguese is strongly
valued. This is why many of them end up becoming
translators and intermediaries in interactions
with government employees (such as nurses at
indigenous health posts) and to support actions by
indigenous organizations, notably through ongoing
participation in expeditions to contact other ethnic
groups in the region.

Outside left to right:
Photograph:
On the way to fish together on the Curuçá River:
Vinãeua Marubo, front right. Valley of Javari Marubo
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 1998.

Photograph:
Aerial view of the Marubo community of Maronal:
the Marubo live in large communal houses but also
have small huts around the main ‘maloca’ in which
they keep tools, ritual masks or firearms. Valley of
Javari Marubo Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 1998.

Photograph:
Akõ-Ewa Marubo, wife of Chief Ivinimpa, using a
spindle to spin cotton. Village of Maronal. Valley
of Javari Marubo Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 1998.

Photograph above:
Heavy rain in the Marubo village of Mati këyawaiá.
Middle ground: Mesempapa’s ‘maloca’. Valley of
Javari Marubo Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 2018.

Photograph below:
Shanko Ewa and her son Shanko in the kitchen of
the main ‘maloca’ of the village of Maronal, which
belongs to Chief Ivinimpa Marubo. Valley of Javari
Marubo Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas,
2018.

Photograph:
The young girl Ino Tamashavo Marubo holding a
parakeet. The distinguishing mark of her people is
the numerous white necklaces passed through the
nose, made of white shells from river snails. The
indigenous people raise baby birds and other young
animals as pets. Valley of Javari Marubo Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 1998.

Photograph above:
Inside the main maloca of the village of Maronal: the
‘maloca’ of Chief Ivinimpa Marubo. The thick cords
are used to hang bananas, and at right are bales of
corn, which can last a long time in that environment.
Valley of Javari Marubo Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 2018.

Photograph below:
Near the Marubo village of Maronal. Foreground,
Txomãewa. Behind: Vonchi Peko, Txonani Ewa,
Kena, Paichi, and Rao. Valley of Javari Marubo
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 1998.

Photograph:
On the way home to the Marubo village of Maronal
after farm work, this family goes past the roots of a
large kapok tree (Ceiba pentandra). Valley of Javari
Marubo Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas,
2018.

Photograph:
Sína is a teacher. He wears body paint made of
genipap (mixed with ashes, to secure it). It is worn
during wasp-sting festivals to ward off ‘panema’
(laziness or bad luck). The red urucum paint is worn
during corn festivals and in wars. Village of Maronal.
Valley of Javari Marubo Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 2018.

Studio setup
‘During my visits to indigenous communities,
I always carried a large sack containing a piece of
thick cloth or canvas – perhaps 20 x 30 feet (6 x 9 m)
– to serve as a backdrop for portrait sessions. With
my assistants, we would set up our “studio” under
the trees. We covered the ground with a 23 x 33 feet
(7 x 10 m) tarpaulin to protect the cloth from the
moisture in the soil and at the first sign of a
downpour to quickly roll up the cloth and hide
it underneath.
‘In these portraits, by isolating my native subjects
from the exuberance of the rainforest, I could
highlight their beauty and unique elegance.
Sometimes they dressed for the occasion, even
if “dressing” meant painting their bodies, wearing
feathered headdresses, holding a monkey or
carrying a weapon. Often much of the life of an
ethnic community takes place around fishing or
hunting camps, far from their home villages. It was
when they returned and were relaxing that I would

set up my studio and wait to see who wanted to
be photographed in this special way.’
Sebastião Salgado

Studio set up in the Marubo village of MatiKëyawaiá, in the Valley of Javari, State of
Amazonas, 2018.

Photograph:
Young leader Wino Këyashëni (Beto Marubo) with
body paint made of genipap (the fruit of Genipa
americana) mixed with ashes to secure it. It is worn
during wasp-sting festivals to ward off ‘panema’
(laziness or bad luck). Village of Maronal. Valley
of Javari Marubo Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 2018.

Inside left to right:
Photograph:
Miró (Viná) Yawanawá making feather adornments,
one of the arts a beginner must learn to master. Rio
Gregório Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Maria Yawanawá, with her body painted dark,
holding a clay pot. Village of Mutum. Rio Gregório
Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph above:
Biraci Brasil (Nishiwaká) Yawanawá, with Tênpu
behind and Tchanu and João kneeling, burning
‘Sepá’ resin as incense to produce smoke for a ritual
in Aldeia Sagrada (the Sacred Village). Rio Gregório
Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph below:
Xamá Tatá, one of the highest authorities in the
Yawanawá community, in an Ayahuasca ceremony.
Village of Mutum. Rio Gregório Indigenous Territory,
State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Biraci Brasil (Nishiwaká) Yawanawá, at centre, son
Shanãihu, left, and nephew Tãikuru, right. Village of
Nova Esperança. Rio Gregório Indigenous Territory,
State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Kanamashi, daughter of Toata Yawanawá, from the
village of Amparo. Rio Gregório Indigenous Territory,
State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph above:
Bela Yawanawá, from the village of Mutum, with
a headdress and painted face. Rio Gregório
Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph below:
Alzira Yawanawá. Village of Mutum. Rio Gregório
Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Keiá Yawanawá, from the village of Mutum, paints
the back of young Kanamashi, from the village of
Amparo. The flower-shaped ornament in her hair
is made of bird feathers. Rio Gregório Indigenous
Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph above:
Adão Yawanawá in a headdress of eagle feathers,
wearing face paint made from the fruit of the genip
tree (Genipa americana). Village of Nova Esperança,
Rio Gregório Indigenous Territory, State of Acre,
2016.

Photograph below:
Miró (Viná) Yawanawá’s hat, decorated with the
beak of an eagle, which they call a ‘royal hawk’. Rio
Gregório Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Manda, daughter of Jeré (Yawakashahu) Yawanawá,
from the village of Escondido. Rio Gregório
Indigenous Territory, State of Acre, 2016.

Photograph:
Shanã (top right) with wife Taiana (top centre) and
their children, left to right: daughter Makashê, son
Verá, and son Tauá, all from the Yawanawá village of
Nova Esperança. Rio Gregório Indigenous Territory,
State of Acre, 2016.

The forest:
Fear and inspiration
For centuries after Portugal colonized Brazil, the
Amazon rainforest was nicknamed the ‘Green Hell’,
an impenetrable rain-sodden jungle that offered only
danger to outsiders. Those who survived to tell their
story gained fame, from the Spanish conquistador
Francisco de Orellana and the German explorer
Alexander von Humboldt to Theodore Roosevelt
and Marshal Cândido Rondon, a Brazilian army
cartographer, in the last century, considered as the
most important protector of the indigenous people
of Brazil. But many expeditions, above all those
hoping to find gold in the mythical lost city of El
Dorado, never returned. Some may have been
killed by hostile native tribes or died of snake bites
or starvation, but a surprisingly large number of
explorers chose to settle down with indigenous
tribes and share their bucolic way of life.

Today, the rainforest is viewed more benignly,
sometimes even romantically, as the ‘Green
Paradise’, more often simply as an extraordinary
treasure of nature.
Here lies the planet’s largest concentration of
botanical species, including some 16,000 species
of trees and innumerable plants with remarkable
medicinal potential.
Further, this unparalleled concentration of vegetation
absorbs greenhouse gases and breathes out
oxygen. It also offers a traditionally-secure home to
hundreds of indigenous tribes, some of whom have
never had contact with the outside world.
Rivers provide the indigenous communities with
essential high protein food, but the tribes also know
to keep a safe distance from natural floodplains
which are invaded by major rivers up to a distance
of 100 kilometres (60 miles) during the high water
season. Much of this water originates as melted
snow and rain in the Andes and swells the rivers as
it reaches the lowlands between April and June. The

resulting flooding is a constant reminder that much
of the Amazon Basin was once under the sea.

Suspended photographs:
A great white egret (Ardea alba) perches elegantly
near the edge of an ‘igapó’ forest. Common in the
Amazon rainforest, egrets are Pelecaniformes,
pelican-like birds that live in flocks and feed on fish
and other river species. Jaú River, Jaú National
Park, State of Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
Igapó forest: in the foreground, a leaning jauari
palm tree (Astrocaryum jauari). In the middle ground,
also leaning, is a type of cecropia known as an
embaúbada-várzea (Cecropia latiloba). Embaúbas
are pioneer trees, the first to grow in devastated
areas, creating an environment for the establishment
of other trees. Jaú River, Jaú National Park, State of
Amazonas, 2019.

Wall photograph:
Clump of jauari palm trees (Astrocaryum jauari)
on the banks of the Jaú River. Jaú National Park,
State of Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
A formation of jauari palm trees (Astrocaryum jauari).
Jaú River, Jaú National Park, State of Amazonas,
2019.

On the reverse:
An igapó, a type of forest frequently flooded by
river water. The prominent treetop here is an
arapari (Macrolobium acaciifolium), next to a
jauari palm (Astrocaryum jauari) at right. Jaú
River, Jaú National Park, State of Amazonas,
2019.

Suspended photographs:
Waterfall on the Erepecuru River (also called the
Paru de Oeste River), in the north of the state of
Pará, near the mountains that mark the border
between Brazil and Suriname. Zo’é Indigenous
Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

On the reverse:
A tree that has lost its leaves. Tapajós River area,
near Santarém, State of Pará, 2009.

Suspended photographs:
A bend in the Gregório River, under the hill where
the Yawanawá village of Nova Esperança is located.
This region of Acre consists of ‘new lands’, as the
river’s course changes often due to the force of
floodwaters. Rio Gregório Indigenous Territory,
State of Acre, 2016.

On the reverse:
Igapó, with jauari palm trees (Astrocaryum jauari).
Jaú River, Jaú National Park, State of Amazonas,
2019.

Suspended photographs:
An ‘igapó’, with many lianas hanging from the
treetops. Jaú River, Jaú National Park, State of
Amazonas, 2019.

On the reverse:
‘Igapó’. Prominent in the photo: a jauari palm
(Astrocaryum jauari). Jaú River, Jaú National
Park, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Suspended photographs:
A formation of jauari palm trees (Astrocaryum jauari).
Jaú River, Jaú National Park, State of Amazonas,
2019.

On the reverse:
Rain on an igapó, a type of forest frequently flooded
by river water. At centre, an açaí-solteiro or açaí-doAmazonas palm tree (Euterpe precatoria). Jaú River,
Jaú National Park, State of Amazonas, 2019.

Xingu
Brazil’s most famous indigenous territory, known
throughout the world from pictures of its festivals and
its influence on Brazilian literature in the second half
of the 20th century, Xingu Park was the first large
indigenous reserve established to protect multiple
ethnic groups.
Located in the state of Mato Grosso, the Xingu
Indigenous Territory (its official name) is home to
a population of 6,000 representing 16 different
ethnic groups that speak languages from five
different language families. Located between the
Amazon biome and the Cerrado savanna, it has
characteristics of both biomes, with rich and varied
fauna and luxuriant forest but a regime of rain and
drought far more marked than in the rainforest to
the north.
The villages consist of communal houses arranged
in an oval perimeter, around a dirt plaza. In the
centre of the plaza is the ‘Men’s House’, where they
keep the sacred flutes which women are forbidden
to see. Therefore, the flutes are played only in this

smaller house or at night, when the women are
gathered elsewhere. The plaza is the site of public
events: celebrations, funerals, leaders’ speeches,
and ceremonial fights.
In these societies based on the social division of
the production of goods, each group is identified as
the most sophisticated creator of items that can be
traded between communities, such as the Waurá’s
ceramics, the Kamayurás’ bows and arrows, the
Kuikuro’s snail shell necklaces, and the Awetis’
and Mehinako’s salts. These products are traded
in exchange rituals known as ‘moitarás’, which
take place at the end of major festivals.
These large celebrations are the most visible
affirmation of the harmonious relations among the
inhabitants of the Upper Xingu. Kuarup, Javari,
and Yamurikumã rituals prompt large gatherings
of residents from different communities for shared
rituals in which even the different mythologies of
these peoples intertwine around similar dramatic
themes.

Awá-Guajá
The Awá-Guajá are a nearly ‘isolated’ indigenous
community. They live in the state of Maranhão,
a state which in recent decades has undergone
intensive illegal logging. The name combines their
official identification, Guajá, with their name for
themselves, Awá. Ethnolinguistic studies indicate
that they inhabited territory in what is now the
state of Pará, to the west, when they were part of
the same Tupi-Guarani language group as the
indigenous Guajajara and Tenetehara. In the
early 19th century, they split off and migrated
east, towards Maranhão. Today, they live in two
indigenous territories (Upper Turiaçu and Carú),
which they share with other ethnic groups that
have greater outside contact: the Ka’apor, Timbira
and Guajajara.
The devastation of their lands began after vast
deposits of iron ore were discovered in the area in
the 1970s and the Brazilian government built roads
and a railway cutting through Awá land, to transport
iron ore from the Carajás Mountains to the coast.

Thousands of invaders illegally occupied the area
and many Awá families were brutally massacred.
In addition, over the past 50 years, Awá-Guajá
territory has continued to shrink due to intensive
illegal logging. Indigenous defence organizations
report a grave threat of extinction and that the AwáGuajá people ‘are suffering genocide’. Today, the
Awá-Guajá population has fallen to only around 450,
some 100 of whom have limited contact with the
outside world. The British NGO Survival International
considers the Awá-Guajá to be ‘Earth’s most
threatened tribe’.

Zo’é
The Zo’é live in the forests of the state of Pará,
north of the Amazon River, which are better
preserved than those on the south bank, which
are suffering rapid devastation. There, practically
at Brazil’s border with the Guianas, the terrain is
steep and hard to reach by river or land. Their
territory covers an area measuring 624,000
hectares (1.54 million acres). On December 22,
2009, that land was officially recognized as a
protected indigenous reserve.
The Zo’é speak a language of the Tupi-Guarani
family. They were not called Zo’é when they began
their intense interaction with Whites in the 1980s.
The word, which means ‘we’, was used to mean
‘we are people’. However, the expression’s repeated
use ended up becoming a term of self-definition, the
start of understanding the difference between them
and the other peoples with whom they would coexist:
the ‘non-indigenous’, whom they call ‘kirahi’.

Like many other aboriginal peoples of the Americas,
the Zo’é believe that in the beginning, animals, such
as jaguars, were people too. This human element
of animals is why hunters must pay homage to their
prey: dead pigs have nuts placed in their mouths
when they reach the village because they are
considered guests of honour at the banquet where
they will be eaten.
The women wear thin necklaces of snail shells,
and beautiful tiaras of white feathers taken from the
chests of king vultures. Men capture these birds and
keep them on a leash as pets. Every time they return
from a hunting expedition, the Zo’é first feed the
vultures so that they will stay healthy and provide
the feathers used for the women’s tiaras.
The Zo’é are the only indigenous people in Brazil
who wear the ‘poturu’, a wooden labret under the
lower lip. Poturu is the name of the piece of wood
worn in this distinctive large piercing.

Suruwahá
Settled in the state of Amazonas, the Suruwahá
have chosen to live in almost total isolation in an
attempt to preserve their traditional cultural practices
as much as possible.
This community produces all of the foods its
members consume, thanks in part to particularly
refined farming techniques. They hunt with traditional
weapons, the bow and arrow or blowpipes, using
poison tipped arrows. Indeed, the Suruwahá are
experts in the use of poisons. They have no official
chiefs, though their great hunters are revered,
considered madi iri karuji, ‘people of valour’, and
admired in proportion to the number of tapirs they
have killed.
A strong body, as a sign of health, is an attribute
they display proudly. Muscle strength is enhanced
during group activities such as the ritual of carrying
grated cassava from the maloca to the river for
fermentation. They make an immense basket about

2.5m (8 feet) tall and fill it with 600 to 800 kg of
peeled cassava.
The Suruwahá have a high death rate due to an
accepted and voluntary practice of ingesting timbó
(Derris elliptica), a highly toxic substance used to
stun prey in fishing. According to their cosmology,
life is simply taken by the aggressive spirit of a plant.
Most cases involve people between the ages of
14 and 28, at the height of youthful vigour. The
Suruwahá believe that humans go to one of three
places when they die: the one for people who
die strong and healthy is the most desirable, the
alternatives being a section for people bitten by
cobras and one for those who die in old age.

Outside left to right:
Photograph:
Family of Ypó and Tatytú Zo’é, from left to right:
Ypó, Tatytú, Abú, Tamuatá, and Urumuru, on a
six-day walk from the village of Towari Ypy to the
Cuminapanema River, on a fishing expedition.
Zo’é Indigenous Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph above:
Men of Zo’é ethnicity, residents of the village of
Towari Ypy. Standing, left to right: Biri, Xú, Sinera’ýt,
Kurú, and Boaté. Seated: Kitá, Dirik, Tuwáj, and
Toduá. In their language, Zo’é means ‘I am me’.
They probably used the expression during the
period of initial contact, as if to say ‘We are people’.
Zo’é Indigenous Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph below:
Teré and Kewá with pet birds. Some young birds,
monkeys, turtles, and even peccaries become
‘xerimbabos’ (pets) of the Zo’é, raised as children
of the house. Zo’é Indigenous Territory, State of
Pará, 2009.

Photograph above:
Kujãikwét Zo’é returning from a fishing expedition on
the Cuminapanema River. Zo’é Indigenous Territory,
State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph below:
Tapesét Zo’é carries her daughter Are’án from the
FUNAI (National Indian Foundation) base to the
village of Naret, where they live. The Zo’é often
travel through their forest to visit other communities,
on hunting or fishing expeditions, or even in search
of Brazil nuts, one of their staple foods. Zo’é
Indigenous Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph:
Seated, left to right: Debú, Seí, Araturú, and Seró.
Behind, standing: Husã Raijýt and Musã Raijýt
painting their bodies with urucum, a fruit from a
shrub native to the tropical zones of the Americas.
Zo’é use the red fruit of the urucum plant (Bixa
orellana) to colour their bodies, but also in cooking.
Zo’é Indigenous Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph:
Four Zo’é women play while bathing in rapids on
the Kiaré River near the village of Kejã. From right
to left: Kujãikwét, Tatytú, Bohé, and another woman.
Zo’é Indigenous Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph:
Aratá Zo’é, Tapesét’s husband, a hunter, hunting
monkeys. The Zo’é are polyandrous (women have
several husbands) and polygamous (men have
several wives). They have a special way of resolving
conflicts among themselves, with humour and
tickling as a way to defuse tensions. Zo’é
Indigenous Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph above:
In the foreground, the men Háj and Sinẽrayt check
the arrows after fishing with bows. A girl, Wyréhehéj,
looks on from between them. The Zo’é regularly use
more types of arrows than other indigenous groups
in the Amazon. Zo’é Indigenous Territory, State of
Pará, 2009.

Photograph below:
Kurupáj Zo’é hunting for monkeys. Once the monkey
is injured, the hunter must climb the tree after the
prey. They climb with their bows and arrows to
continue hunting up there. In the photograph,
Kurupáj is about to jump from one tree to another
because his target has moved to another tree.
Zo’é Indigenous Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph:
Siwiwit watches white-bellied spider monkeys
(Ateles belzebuth) being cooked. Although prepared
separately by each family, meals are a time of
coming together and sharing. People eat in their
own oca but also go from one oca to another and
eat small amounts here and there. Zo’é Indigenous
Territory, State of Pará, 2009.

Photograph:
Fishing using timbó (Derris elliptica), known as
‘kunaha’, in the Pretão stream, which they call Jukihi.
From inside their canoes, the Suruwahá spread this
toxic substance that paralyses fish in shallow or
stagnant water, especially in the dry season (March
to September). Suruwahá Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Musy shaping a ‘jawari’, a water pot made of clay.
Suruwahá Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas,
2017.

Photograph:
Suruwahá adult women and children: with her face
painted as a jaguar (left), Amiahini breastfeeds her
baby. Further back, also with a jaguar-painted face,
Mawini. To her left, seated, Kuxuma holds her baby.
To her left, Tiabariu, also with jaguar face paint. To
her left, Atuniani with her child. Standing behind,
the tallest person is Hatiri. Suruwahá Indigenous
Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph above:
Front centre: Kwakway. To his right: Baxihywy and
Warubi. Suruwahá Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph below:
The little boy at left is Gabriel, son of Naru and
Kuxuma; at front centre, the other child is Gabriel’s
cousin Pikiami, son of Kawyrara and Diadiau;
behind, left to right: Niaxixibu, son of Agunasihini and
Harakady; Giani; Hymanai; and Jajawai. Suruwahá
Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Hahani, Tiniru, and Ugunja at the SESAI health post
near the Pretão stream (Jukihi). Ugunja died a few
months after this photograph was taken. The
Suruwahá have a high death rate from voluntary
ingestion of timbó (Derris elliptica), a highly toxic
substance. Suruwahá Indigenous Territory, State
of Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Young Hatiri bathes in a backwater of the Pretão
stream, which the indigenous people call Jukihi.
Suruwahá Indigenous Territory, State of
Amazonas, 2017.

Photograph:
Kwakway works to finish the straw roof of his oca.
It will be installed entirely by the ‘master’ of the
house, whose name the house will bear. But all
the Suruwahá will live together in this structure
for several months of the year. Completion of the
roof may take one man up to three years of work.
Suruwahá Indigenous Territory, State of Amazonas,
2017.

Inside left to right:
Photograph:
At daybreak, Waurá Indians travel by canoe to
collect the ‘waiting net’ that caught fish overnight.
During major festivals, communities expecting visits
from other villages prepare copious extra food to
welcome and feed guests during their stay, as well
as food to take with them on the journey home.
Xingu Indigenous Territory, State of Mato Grosso,
2005.
Photograph:
Kuikuro warriors parade through the centre of the
community during a Kuarup festival in their village.
Xingu Indigenous Territory, State of Mato Grosso,
2005.

Photograph:
Kamayurá ‘pajés’ (shamans). Standing, back row
(left to right): Pirakumã, Kanari, Kanutari, and
Kalalawá. Seated: Pataku, Akutsapÿ, Takumã, and
Makari. In the Kamayurá cultural tradition, only pajés
smoke tobacco, which they plant themselves. Xingu
Indigenous Territory, State of Mato Grosso, 2005.

Photograph above:
Yakuikatu (in Kamayurá, it is pronounced ‘jacuicatu’): warriors wear ritual costumes for the festival
of masks. Xingu Indigenous Territory, State of Mato
Grosso, 2005.

Photograph below:
Chief Afukaká, main leader of the Kuikuro ethnic
group. Xingu Indigenous Territory, State of Mato
Grosso, 2005.

Photograph:
Chief Kotok, leader of the Kamayurá. Xingu
Indigenous Territory, State of Mato Grosso, 2005.

Photograph above:
A Kamayurá family, prepared for the women’s
festival, Yamurikumã: the ‘pajé’ (shaman) Mapulu,
standing with her son Takumalu in her arms; seated,
her husband Raul Awirinapu on her right side, along
with their daughter Kailu. Xingu Indigenous Territory,
State of Mato Grosso, 2005.

Photograph below:
After a year in seclusion, this Kuikuro girl’s skin is
pale from lack of exposure to the sun. Her long fringe
will be opened gradually to avoid retina damage after
spending a year in the dark. She is waiting to be led
to the parade in front of the guests attending Kuarup,
marking the end of her seclusion. Xingu Indigenous
Territory, State of Mato Grosso, 2005.

Photograph above:
Preparation for the women’s celebration,
Yamurikumã, Kuikuro village. Xingu Indigenous
Territory, State of Mato Grosso, 2005.

Photograph below:
Kuarup: warriors face off in the ‘huka-huka’ fight in
the Waurá village. At the festival, the villagers face
off with each of the visiting groups, one after another.
The fight is won when a warrior touches the back of
his opponent’s leg or, better yet, successfully knocks
him over. Xingu Indigenous Territory, State of Mato
Grosso, 2005.

Photograph:
Right to left: Typaramatxia Awá, Pira-y-ma-a Awá,
Maiakatan Awá, Yui Awá, Yhara Awá, Kiripy-tan Awá,
Makoray Awá, Tikakoa Awá, and Takuary Awá travel
through the forest searching the ground for signs of
invaders and loggers violating their territory. AwáGuajá Indigenous Territory, State of Maranhão, 2013.

Photograph:
Children playing in the Carú River near the village
of Juriti. Awá-Guajá Indigenous Territory, State of
Maranhão, 2013.

Photograph:
Awá indigenous community from the village of Juriti
at a hunting encampment near the Carú River. AwáGuajá Indigenous Territory, State of Maranhão,
2013.

Photograph:
Amapyranawin Awá in the village of Juriti with a pet
tamarin (Saguinus niger). Indians of the Amazon
commonly raise the young of animals they have
hunted as if they were family members. Awá-Guajá
Indigenous Territory, State of Maranhão, 2013.

Photograph above:
Mituruhum has killed a coati (Nasua nasua). On
the hunting expedition, members of the Awá-Guajá
community find tread marks from the tractors of
illegal loggers who invade the forest on Awá lands,
cut down trees, and steal the wood for export. Awá
Guajá Indigenous Territory, State of Maranhão, 2013.

Photograph:
Typaramatxia Awá, carrying a monkey that he has
just hunted with a bow, and Kiripy-tan (behind). To
get at the monkeys in the treetops, Awá hunters
must climb the trees on branches more than 30 m
(100 feet) above the ground. They call to their prey,
imitating their cries. Either they hit their target with
the first arrow or the animal gets away. Awá-Guajá
Indigenous Territory, State of Maranhão, 2013.

Anavilhanas:
Islands in the stream
In the vastness of the Amazon rainforest, the
region’s age-old battle between land and water has
spawned the world’s largest freshwater archipelago,
known as the Anavilhanas, with islands of every
imaginable shape rising out of the dark waters of the
Rio Negro. From the air, it is an astonishing sight,
stretching as far as the eye can see. From the river,
it is an immense puzzle, with only experienced boat
pilots able to chart routes that guarantee a safe
passage between the myriad natural obstacles.
Most of the larger islands are themselves thick with
tropical vegetation, but if estimates of the number
of islands range between 350 and 400, it is also
because smaller low-lying islands may temporarily or
even permanently disappear when the rainy season
lifts the river’s water level by over 20 metres (65
feet). Thus, from year to year, satellite photographs
can record the constantly-changing formation of
the archipelago.

These islands of the Rio Negro first appear about
80 kilometres (50 miles) north-west of Manaus and
stretch in two major sections some 400 kilometres
(250 miles) upstream as far as Barcelos, the first
town founded by Portuguese colonizers travelling
in sailing boats in the mid-18th century. And it is
the first section of some 135 kilometres (85 miles),
where the river averages 20 kilometres (12 miles)
in width and has islands occupying 60% of its
surface, that is now protected as the Anavilhanas
National Park.
Covering an area of 350,470 hectares (866,000
acres), the park is entirely uninhabited except for
the small town of Novo Airão on its west bank,
180 kilometres (112 miles) north-west of Manaus.
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Suspended photographs:
Because its origin and much of its course is in the
northern hemisphere, the flooding of the Negro River
follows a different pattern than most of the rivers in
the Amazon basin. Anavilhanas National Park, State
of Amazonas, 2018.

On the reverse:
Because the water levels can vary by some 20 m (65
feet) from one season to another, Anavilhanas
National Park is ever changing, as canals,
sandbanks, and lakes appear in the dry season and
some small islands vanish when the waters rise.
Anavilhanas National Park, State of Amazonas,
2009.

Suspended photographs:
The blackwater of the Negro River glints white in
sunlight and turns pitch black when the sun
disappears. Anavilhanas National Park, State of
Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
Because its origin and much of its course is in the
northern hemisphere, the flooding of the Negro River
follows a different pattern than most of the rivers in
the Amazon basin. Anavilhanas National Park, State
of Amazonas, 2009.

Suspended photographs:
What looks like a lake is just a large stretch of water
surrounded by islands that separate it from the main
course of the Negro River. As the river’s water level
varies between winter and summer, whole islands
can vanish in the floods and reappear during
droughts. The Anavilhanas are never quite the
same at any two moments. Anavilhanas National
Park, State of Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
In the rainy season, the riverbanks on the islands
are covered with water that sometimes even covers
the treetops, a characteristic feature of ‘igapó’
forests. In the dry season, the islands expand and
the shores are covered with the white sand from the
sea floor that characterized the region until around
ten million years ago. Anavilhanas National Park,
State of Amazonas, 2009.

Suspended photographs:
Many of the islands in the Anavilhanas archipelago
have been formed by plant and sand sediments that
were accumulated in banks that settled when the
forest formed millions of years ago. The volume of
floodwater can break up thinly connected peninsulas
to form new islands. Anavilhanas National Park,
State of Amazonas, 2009.

On the reverse:
Rain on the Anavilhanas archipelago, one of the
largest freshwater archipelagos on the planet,
comprising some four hundred islands spread over
400 km (250 miles) of the Negro River. Located
80 km (50 miles) from the city of Manaus, the Negro
River flows into the Solimões to form the Amazon
River. Anavilhanas National Park, State of
Amazonas, 2009.

Wall photograph:
The power of the floodwaters is determined by
the melting of snow on the Andes mountains in
Colombia, where one of the sources of the Negro
River is located. The river’s flow shapes the islands
into long forms that follow the direction of the water.
Anavilhanas National Park, State of Amazonas,
2009.
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